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A memory card connector (100) for soldering to a printed circuit board (PCB) includes a U-shaped shell (1), an insulative frame (2), a plurality of conductive contacts (3) partially retained in the insulative frame and an ejecting mechanism. The ejecting mechanism includes a first device (61) for movement with an inserted memory card and a second device (62) for ejecting the memory card. The first device includes an ejection metal (612), a slide bar (611) integral with the eject metal, a first cam (614) and a first cam follower (615). The second device includes a push bar (621), a control rod (626), a second cam (624) and a second cam follower (625). By the interoperation of the first device and the second device, the push bar is operable to eject the memory card while at the same time being locked to a forward concealed position.
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FIG. 3
MEMORY CARD CONNECTOR WITH AN EJECTING MECHANISM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an electrical connector, and particularly to a memory card connector with an ejecting mechanism for use in a portable electronic device.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Digital media is now downloadable to portable electronic devices that contain a memory card for storage purpose. In the prior art, the memory card connector has an ejector system attached on a side of a frame of the memory card connector for ejecting the memory card out of a receiving space defined in the connector. For insertion of a memory card, a rear end thereof is held by a user with a front end thereof pushing an eject metal for a certain distance until the memory card is completely inserted into the receiving space. The user then must push the rear end of the memory card to move the eject metal to eject the front end of the memory card, thereby successfully pulling the memory card out of the receiving space. However, the size of the memory card is too small for the user to conveniently operate the rear end of the memory card when the card is completely received into the receiving space.

On the other hand, a conventional card connector as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,095,835 has a push rod in the ejector secured to a side of the card connector for ejecting the card. In this prior art, when pushing the push rod to urge a transmission pin to move a driving plate forward, an eject arm interlocked with the driving plate rotates about a first support shaft, making the claws of a first and a second rotary arms press front end of the card and eject the memory card. However, a disadvantage of this conventional card connector is that the push rod and the driving plate are designed as plate-shaped. So a total height of the connector is too large in view of a miniaturization trend of the connector. Moreover, the eject arm need rotate on the first support shaft and urge the first and second rotary arms to eject the card, so the ejector is complicated as to assembling operation.

Hence, an improved memory card connector is needed to overcome the above-mentioned deficiencies of current memory card connectors.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the object of the present invention is to provide a memory card connector which has a comparatively low profile.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a memory card connector having a simple ejecting mechanism for withdrawing a memory card from the connector.

To achieve the above objects, a memory card connector in accordance with the present invention for soldering to a printed circuit board (PCB) comprises a U-shaped shell, an insulative frame 2 assembled on the shell 1, a plurality of conductive contacts 3 partially retained in the insulative frame 2 for soldering to a printed circuit board (PCB) (not shown), a plurality of switch contacts 5 secured to the insulative frame 2 and an ejecting mechanism secured to the shell 1. The memory card connector 100 is soldered to the PCB for insertion of a memory card (not shown), thereby establishing electrical connection between the PCB and the memory card.

The shell 1 includes a first and a second side arms 11, 12 parallel to each other and a base 10 connecting front ends of the first and the second side arms 11, 12. The side arms 11, 12, the base 10 and a surface of the PCB together define a receiving space for insertion of the memory card.

The first side arm 11 comprises a first bottom wall 13 and a first side wall 14 perpendicularly extending from the first bottom wall 13. The first bottom wall 13 upwardly forms a first securing tab 131 at a rear end thereof. The first securing tab 131 defines a securing hole 132 therein. The first bottom wall 13 also forms an upwardly extending first clip 133 at a front end thereof. A projecting tab 134 protrudes outwardly from the bottom wall 13 and a bevel (not labeled) is formed at the front end thereof. The first side wall 14 extends
outwardly to form a first securing portion 141 at a rear end thereof and extends inwardly to form a second securing portion 142. The second securing portion 142 defines a slot 142a therein. A front and a rear securing portions 143 are also formed on the first side arm 11. The front securing portion 143 further forms a first stopping tab 143a. A third securing portion 144 is formed between the two securing portions 143. Two second stopping tabs 144a protrude upwardly beside the third securing portion 144.

The second side arm 12 comprises a second bottom wall 15 and a second side wall 16 perpendicularly extending from the second bottom wall 15. The second bottom wall 15 upwardly forms a second clip 153 at a rear end thereof and a second securing tab 151 at a front end thereof, wherein the second securing tab 151 defines a second securing hole 152 therein.

The insulating frame 2 has a first insulating housing 20 and a second insulating housing 40. The first insulating housing 20 has an elongate configuration and defines a first receiving slot 21 at one end thereof corresponding to the first clip 133 and a first protruding block 22 on the other end thereof. The second insulating housing 40 defines a second receiving slot 43 corresponding to the second clip 153 of the second side arm 12. A recess 41 is defined in the second insulating housing 40 corresponding to the first protruding block 22 of the first insulating housing 20. The second insulating housing 40 further forms a second protruding block 42 corresponding to the second securing hole 152 of the second side arm 12 of the shell 1.

The switch contacts 5 comprises a first and a second contacts 52, 54 which are secured to the second insulating housing 40.

The ejecting mechanism includes a first device 61 and a second device 62. The first device 61 includes a slide bar 611, an eject metal 612 formed from one piece of metal blank with the slide bar 611, a first spring 613 secured at one end thereof to the first securing hole 132 of the first side arm 11, a first cam 614, and a first cam follower 615 secured at one end of the first insulating housing 20 and extending from the first insulating housing 20 in a direction opposite to an insertion direction of the memory card. The second device 62 includes a push bar 621, a second spring 622, a third spring 623, a second cam 624, a second cam follower 625, a control rod 626 and a cap 627. The push bar 621 forms a chamber 621a at a front end thereof. A post 621b protrudes forwardly from the front end. The control rod 626 is one piece of metal and a notch 626a is defined at the front end thereof. Moreover the control rod 626 is mounted in the chamber 621a with the third spring 623 compressed between it and the cap 627.

Referring to FIG. 3, in assembly, the first insulating housing 20 is secured to the base 10 of the shell 1, wherein the first receiving slot 21 of the first insulating housing 20 retains the first clip 133 of the first side arm 11 of the shell 1. The second insulating housing 40 is secured to the second side arm 12 of the shell 1, wherein the second receiving slot 43 securely retains the second clip 153 of the second side arm 12. The recess 41 of the second insulating housing 40 snugly engages with the first protruding block 22 of the first insulating housing 20, and the second protruding block 42 of the second insulating housing 40 is engagingly retained within the second securing hole 152 of the second side arm 12. The switch contacts 52 and 54 are respectively secured to the second insulating housing 40.

The ejecting mechanism is secured to the shell 1. One end of the first spring 613 is connected to the first securing hole 132 of the first side arm 11 and the other end thereof is connected to an end of the eject metal 612. The eject metal 612, the slide bar 611 and the first cam 614 are insert molded together and then the combination is received in the second securing portion 142. The slide bar 611 can slide along the slot 142a of the second securing portion 142. The push bar 621 is received in the first securing portion 141 for a guiding movement. The control rod 626 and the second spring 622 are loaded into the chamber 621a of the push bar 621 in sequence and then the chamber 621a is sealed by the cap 627. The second cam 624 is set into the third securing portion 144 and mounted between two second stopping tabs 144a. The third spring 623 is put into the square securing portion 143, with one end thereof wrapping about the post 621b and the other end thereof pressing against the first stopping plate 143a. Then the connector 1 is soldered to the PCB.

Referring to FIG. 5, in use, during inserting the memory card into the receiving space, first, the card pushes the eject metal 612 and urges the slide bar 611 to slide forwardly along the slot 142a against the spring force from the first spring 613. Meanwhile the first cam follower 615 slides from the original position “A” to the locked position “B” of the first cam 614 and, upon releasing the pushing force on the card, is locked at the position “B”, thereby locking the eject metal 612 to the cam follower 615. This completes insertion of the memory card. To eject the memory card, the push bar 621 is pressed so the control rod 626 loaded in the chamber 621a of the push bar 621 impacts the slide bar 611 and drags it to slide ahead until the notch 626a of the control rod 626 contacts with the bevel of the projecting tab 134 of the shell 1 and is squeezed into the chamber 621a. At the same time and within the short distance that the slide bar 611 slides forwardly, the first cam follower 615 is urged to slide along the first cam 614 from the locked position “B” to the furthest position “C” and back to the original position “A”. Meanwhile the eject metal 612 moves back, the first spring 613 restores to its original state, and the memory card is ejected. Moreover, the push bar 621 is locked to the second cam 624 by engagement between the second cam 624 and the second cam follower 625. Pressing the push bar 621 again will bring it back to its original position for another service. Although not specifically shown, it is noted that the second cam 624 has a groove design that is similar to that shown in FIG. 5.

The advantage of the present invention is that the second device 62 alleviates the need for a user to directly push the rear end of the memory card to eject the card when the card is completely received into the receiving space. It is therefore easy for the user to eject the memory card simply by pressing the push bar 621 of the second device 62.

While the present invention has been described with reference to a specific embodiment, the description is illustrative of the invention and is not to be construed as limiting the invention. Various modifications to the present invention can be made to the preferred embodiment by those skilled in the art without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A memory card connector for ejecting a memory card, comprising:
   a shell including a first side arm and a second side arm, the first side arm having a projecting tab; an insulating frame being secured to the shell; a plurality of conductive contacts mounted to the insulating frame; and an ejecting mechanism secured to the first side arm of the shell and including a first device and a second device,
the first device including an eject metal, a slide bar, a first spring disposed between the first side arm and the eject metal, a first cam and a first cam follower engaging with the first cam, the second device including a push bar, a control rod loaded in the push bar, a second cam and a second cam follower engaging with the second cam; during ejecting the memory card, the push bar being pressed to enable the control rod to impact and drag the slide bar to slide ahead until the control rod contacts with the projecting tab of the shell and is squeezed into the push bar, at the same time and within the short distance that the slide bar slides ahead, the first cam being moved by the slide bar to slide with respect to the first cam follower, thereby unlocking the eject metal to eject the memory card.

2. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein the projecting tab has a bevelled front end.

3. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 2, wherein the control rod has a notched front end for being moveably engaged by the bevelled front end of the projecting tab.

4. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein the push bar is slidably mounted to the first side arm.

5. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first side arm defines a slot therein, and the slide bar is confined to slide within the slot.

6. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein the push bar has a chamber at a front end thereof and a post protruding forwardly, and wherein the second device of the ejecting mechanism includes a second spring, a third spring and a cap, the control rod and the second spring being loaded into the chamber of the push bar in sequence and then the chamber being sealed by the cap, one end of the third spring wrapping about the post and the other end thereof pressing against the first side arm.

7. A memory card connector comprising:
   a shell including a first side arm and a second side arm, the first side arm having a projecting tab;
   an insulative frame being secured to the shell;
   a plurality of conductive contacts mounted to the insulative frame; and
   an ejecting mechanism secured to the first side arm of the shell and including a first device and a second device, the first device including an eject metal, a slide bar, a first spring disposed between the first side arm and the eject metal, a first cam and a first cam follower engaging with the first cam, the second device including a push bar, a control rod loaded in the push bar, a second cam and a second cam follower engaging with the second cam;
   after a memory card is ejected completely, the push bar being locked by engagement of the second cam and the second cam follower, a subsequent pressing operation of the push bar withdrawing it to move backward to enable the control rod to contact with the projecting tab of the shell and be squeezed into the push bar and therefore to slide over the slide bar, thereby bringing the push bar back to its original position for another service without affecting the first device.

8. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 7, wherein the projecting tab has a bevelled front end.

9. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 8, wherein the control rod has a notched front end for being moveably engaged by the bevelled front end of the projecting tab.

10. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 7, wherein the push bar is slidably mounted to the first side arm.

11. The memory card connector as claimed in claim 7, wherein the push bar has a chamber at a front end thereof and a post protruding forwardly, and wherein the second device of the ejecting mechanism includes a second spring, a third spring and a cap, the control rod and the second spring being loaded into the chamber of the push bar in sequence and then the chamber being sealed by the cap, one end of the third spring wrapping about the post and the other end thereof pressing against the first side arm.

12. A card connector assembly comprising:
   a shell defining opposite first and second side arms;
   an insulative housing assembly to said shell with a plurality of conductive contacts thereof;
   an ejecting mechanism attached to said first side arm, said ejecting mechanism including correlated first and second device,
   said first device including an eject metal moved along with a slide bar which is moved along a front-to-back direction in a range defined by a first cam and a first cam follower,
   said second device including a push bar including means for alternately engaging the slide bar, said push bar moveable along said front-to-back direction within a range defined by a second cam and a second cam follower; wherein said eject metal is pushed to move forwardly by an inserted electronic card and retained in an inner position due to engagement between the first cam and the first cam follower, while is released therefrom to be ejected rearward/outwardly with said inserted card by pushing forwardly said push bar which moves said slide bar when said push bar and slide bar are engaged with each other.

13. The assembly as claimed in claim 12, wherein a projecting tab is formed on said first side arm for disengaging said push bar from said slide bar during forward movement of said push bar.